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We are a loving, supportive, and vibrant Catholic
community committed to being a welcoming parish family
by spreading the Love of Jesus Christ throughout our
community and into the world.
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Care of Creation
This year is a Jubilee year for the Earth. For it marks the fiftieth anniversary
of Earth Day. It is especially important at this time, when so many places are
dealing with devastating fires, that we honor the theme chosen by the
ecumenical family for the celebration of the 2020 Season of Creation, which
started on Sept. 1st and ends on the Feast of St. Francis of Assisi, Oct. 4th.
Pope Francis reminds us: In the Holy Scriptures, a Jubilee is a sacred time to:
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Remember - We constantly need to remember that everything is
interconnected, and that genuine care for our own lives and our relationships
with nature is inseparable from fraternity, justice and faithfulness to others.
Return - The capacity to wonder and to contemplate is something that we can
learn especially from our indigenous brothers and sisters, who live in harmony
with the land and its multiple forms of life.
Rest - Today we need to find just and sustainable ways of living that can give
the Earth the rest it requires, ways that satisfy everyone with a sufficiency,
without destroying the ecosystems that sustain us.
Restore - A Jubilee is a time to restore the original harmony of creation and to
heal strained human relationships.
Rejoice - Let us all rejoice that our loving Creator sustains our humble efforts
to care for the earth, which is also God’s home where his Word “became flesh
and lived among us” (Jn 1:14) and which is constantly being renewed by the
outpouring of the Holy Spirit. (Excerpts from Pope Francis Message on the World Day of Prayer 9/1)

